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INTERACTIVE PTY LTD
PORT MELBOURNE DATA AND OPERATIONS FACILITY
Our client is locally owned, forward thinking & innovative. Their mission is to unlock the
power of IT, making their clients’ businesses ever more competitive.
The business needed to leverage each
system to enhance daily operations, and
technology needed to be integrated both in
terms of structure and workflows.
Presentation and collaboration solutions had
to be impressive, reliable and intuitive
enough for all staff and clients to use and of
course, had to meet a budget.
The scale and nature of the project presented
a complex set of challenges. Our role was to
interpret the client’s requirements, meet the
architectural objectives, and provide a level
of technology that would align with
progression over an extended period of time.
This meant pushing the boundaries of what
was available, delicate negotiation with
architects and builders, and leveraging
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“Their extensive knowledge of
cutting edge and pipeline
systems coming onto the
marketplace, appropriate endpoint display solutions and the
back-end IT requirements to
integrate it all, engendered such
a high degree of confidence and
trust, that we invited Pro AV
Solutions to tender for the AV
construction contract.”
technology that was ‘just around the corner’
during the design phase and then
implementation of robust systems that are
inherently simple & intuitive to use.
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INTERACTIVE PTY LTD
PORT MELBOURNE DATA AND OPERATIONS FACILITY
Our team designed & deployed a
comprehensive suite of audio visual,
unified communications and collaboration
solutions across the entire facility.
By taking a holistic view of the client’s
objectives and culture, solutions were
designed to integrate with workflows and
enhance user experience at every level.
Spaces across the entire facility are
integrated and automated with Crestron
infrastructure and management solutions,
ensuring availability and simplified operation
of all systems.
The AV systems deployed to each space.
range from simple digital displays to fully
bespoke interactive touch surfaces with visual
communications software platforms.
Since the client took possession of the
building, Pro AV have worked tirelessly to
provide phenomenal post-build support to
staff, particularly around system training. As a
result, the organisation has enjoyed a very
smooth transition to a significantly more
technologically advanced workspace, and
clients/visitors are also profoundly impressed
with the facility.
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